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Automate your P2P process in real-time. 
Approve in hours. Reduce costs by 80%. 
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Why Yooz is the
Best AP Automation Solution

for Xero Users.

The AP Automation process 
between Yooz and  
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Xero & Yooz:
The best seamless integration.

Yooz and Xero integrated provides an unrivaled personalized user experience.

Increased visibility

Yooz sends the list of pending
invoice payments and receives 

payment information back.

Real-time Data

Data is instantly updated
between Yooz

and Xero.

 

Image Push

Yooz is the only solution
to push the invoice image

to Xero.

Why you should choose Yooz 

Reduce costs
by 80%. Do more
with less.

Gain instant
visibility.
Stop losing
documents.

Store fully-compliant
and fraud-free
documents
in the cloud.

Automate each step of 
your P2P process.

Try for free
and without
obligation.

Set up easily. 
Use quickly.

Cut cycle time
to hours. Get
discounts.

The Smartest Real-Time
Automation
Technologies

The Most Intuitive
and Modern User
Experience

$

The Most Powerful
and Most Secure
Features

Why automate now?

The threat
of fraud

is growing

Competitors
who automated are

seeing results

Online payment fraud 
losses expected to exceed

£290 billion between
2023 and 2027.(3)

64% of UK companies say 
they have experienced 
fraud or economic crime 
in the past 2 years.(4)

26% higher profit
with automation.(5)

80% reduction
in AP processing costs.(6)

Not keeping up with 
the best technology 

will cost you

Highly automated
companies are 6x more
likely to see revenue
growth of 15%.(8)

There is increasing
legal and regulatory

pressure both
 domestically and globally.

70% of organisations have
a digital transformation 
strategy or are working
on one.(9)

68% of executives
believe that collaboration

between people and AI
will be key to the future

of businesses.(7)

Digital
transformation

is overdue

What are you looking to achieve
with AP automation?

The risk of manual Account Payable processes
Manual Costs

£3 - £13 per doc(1)

&
£3.16 archiving(2)

Lack of Visibility

3.5% 
erroneous or double 

payments

Late Payments

31%
of

invoices

22 to 35
days to process 

on average

Cycle Time
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